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BYRONARTS, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 246 x 188 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.An insightful, accessible, plain-spoken (and a
little bit feisty) look at the Christian faith from its Jewish roots to its future hope beyond
denominational struggles and doctrinal war. For individuals, small groups and congregations
seeking deeper knowledge of the faith and greater maturity in Christ. Includes an exhaustive
Glossary Plus of Christian and Jewish terms, an extensive Bibliography, a detailed Index, and a little
Humor in the back. The Christian faith the basics and much more. In this sweeping and careful
account of the essentials and non-essentials of the faith, Dr. George Koch lays out the foundation of
what Christians believe, why they believe it, and how the Bible calls them to live with each other and
the world. This begins with understanding being saved, through learning to live and love like Jesus
(it s hard!), and the content of eternal life with Him. The profound Jewish roots of the faith are
revealed and explained, along with the deep meaning of the Hebrew and Greek behind the words of
the Old and New Testaments. The true purpose of...
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An extremely awesome publication with lucid and perfect explanations. It is actually writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. You will like how the
writer publish this book.
-- Melody Ja kubowski-- Melody Ja kubowski

Merely no phrases to describe. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Its been written in an extremely easy way which is merely
following i finished reading this publication through which in fact transformed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Pedr o Renner-- Pedr o Renner
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